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weavix™ revolutionizes digital communication for the frontline workforce. As the first to provide 
multimedia digital communication capabilities to every worker in the field, weavix™ is the premier tool 
to connect your entire workforce. Without third-party applications, your crews can communicate and 
work together instantly from anywhere in your facility. We are weavix™, and we are the Internet of 
Workers™ (IoW) platform. 

COLLABORATION BUILT FOR THE FRONTLINE

The New Standard in Industrial 
Communication

Don’t Let Voice-Only Comms Tie 
your Crews Down
If you’re happy with limited opportunities, language barriers and missed communications keeping 
your workers from performing at their best, then stick with your dumb legacy devices. But if you want 
more out of your industrial radio system, you want weavix™. 

PT3: Pushing the Limits 3 Ways
Communication and collaboration are vital to your crews’ overall 
performance and limiting them to only push-to-talk a ects your 
whole business. Combining push-to-talk, push-to-picture and 
push-to-video communication, PT3 puts the most advanced 
capabilities at your frontline’s fingertips. Our walt™ smart radios 
elevate your crews and shows you everything your legacy radio 
ssystems have been keeping you from. 

Talk, Text
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PUSH-TO UNCOMPROMISED UNLIMITED INDIVIDUALIZED
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Designed to
Enhance your Crews

Multimedia communications, along with the 
best-in-class features, empower your entire 
workforce to get the job done safer, smarter, 
faster. weavix™ does it all in one platform, with
capabilities that are built specifically for the 
field. This is the new standard of industrial 
comcommunication. 

Industry-Leading Features:
In-line Dictation

Language Translation

Searchable Directory

Individual Radio
Locating

1-1 & Group 
Communications

Man-Down Alert

GMRS Radio Backup

Complete Collaboration: 
We’re Not All Talk
No more retrofitting current o ce platforms to 
bring messaging into the field with questionable 
results. weavix™ is the first communication platform 
built specifically for the field to do just that. We’ve 
simplified 1-1 and group messaging for the frontline 
workforce, without the hassle of an unreliable 
connection. connection. 

Push-to-Talk is Only the Beginning.
Digital Communication Remastered.



Enhance your day-to-day 
procedures and scale your 
business with ease using 
the weavix™ Rules Engine. 

From our platform, easily 
create automations based 
on aon any number of factors, 
including:

to remove ine ciencies and 
manual workflows. 

Using our extensive library of 
fields and features, create 
forms to help you overcome 
nearly any scenario. 

The weavix™ Form Builder 
collects the right information 
ffrom the right people to 
solve any operational issue. 
Analyze your results and 
discover digital solutions that 
will optimize your enterprise 
quickly and easily. 

weavix™ integrates with the 
business systems that are 
already working for your 
enterprise. 

You can review and edit your 
workflows and forms within 
tthe platform, but our system 
can connect with hundreds 
of third-party options for 
various business functions. 
weavix™ plays nice with 
other systems to centralize 
your information. 

Automate Workflows Keep your Current SystemsBuild Custom Forms

Build, manage and integrate custom workflows and forms to 
streamline and automate processes throughout your enterprise. 
With weavix™, you can easily collect the information you need to 
solve complex problems, and then sync it into the systems you’re 
already using, all from one platform. Spend less time on repetitive 
tasks, and more time on keeping your enterprise productive and 
pprofitable with optimizations brought to you by weavix™. 

Forms & Integrations

Overcome Language Barriers Instantly
Language is one of the largest and most complex barriers to productivity that industrial facilities face. 
It’s impossible to optimize your workforce and truly connect every worker in your facility with language 
restricting them from communicating. Automatically translate between languages directly from your 
walt™ smart radio. 

Location

Form Submissions

Worker Statuses,

Customizable Solutions to
Optimize your Workflows



Industry-Ready 
Smart Radios
weavix™ devices are built to work as hard as your 
workers do, that’s why we created walt™. With a rugged, 
comfortable design, walt™ maintains the shape and 
size of legacy radios, meaning he can fit in with any 
crew without issue, all at no cost to you. walt™ is 
purpose-built and designed to last in any haz loc
eenvironment.

With innovation and durability at the forefront of our design, 
even the smallest details were considered: 

Scratch & Shatter Resistant Screens

64 Gigabytes of Memory

Glove-Friendly Buttons

Compact Size

Durable Casing for the Toughest 
Work Environments

Each walt™ can be customized to work with 
your facility regulations and individual
preferences. 

36 Click-Fast Mounting Options 

Automatic Volume Adjustment based 
on Ambient Noise

Feature Limitations on individual, 
group or facility-wide devices

Class 1 Div. 2 

IP68 Standard 
Withstands dust, dirt and water

ATEX Zone 0, 1, 2

UL Certified

Wear Gloves 
Wear waltTM

Built for the Most Rugged Facilities

Certifications &
Safety Ratings

Customization



Find & Connect with Workers in the Platform
With a configurable directory of every user, weavix™ allows you and your crews to invite others 
to connect. Depending on your facility’s configuration, you can invite workers from inside and out of 
your organization to join and securely communicate. This makes managing and integrating 
multi-company labor into your workforce seamless and e cient. 

To benefit your frontline workers, weavix™ 
is packed with worker-optimized features 
and guaranteed solutions for a truly 
collaborative workforce. The Next Step in

Industrial Communications

Available on Android and IOS, the weavix™ 
mobile app lets you take the power of weavix™ 
with you wherever you go. We’ve made it 
convenient to collaborate with your frontline 
from anywhere using any mobile device. 

Take weavix™ 
On-the-Go

weavix™ bridges the gap between the deskless 
and deskbound workforces for collaboration 
that pushes your enterprise farther. Using the 
web console, you can work alongside your 
frontline crews as you normally would, just from 
the comfort of your o ce. 

Collaborate from 
your O ce

MOBILE APP

WEB CONSOLE



weavix™ takes care of repairing or replacing any 
of your broken devices on your behalf. Instead of 
simply buying new radios as you need them, 
weCare™ saves you time, eort and resources. 
As your enterprise continues growing, weavix™ 
ensures everyone has a walt™. 

Repair and Replace 
your Devices

One Platform to Find them All
Your walt™ goes with you anywhere throughout your facility, and that means you can leave it anywhere 
too. weavix™ makes managing your devices easier than ever. Locate and retrieve any walt™ smart radio 
in your facility using our online console or mobile application. No matter where you left it, walt™ won’t be 
lost for long. 

WHERE’S waltTM?

Repairs, Replacements, and More. 
Because weCare™
Under our managed service plan, weavix™ oers the coverage you need that legacy radio providers 
simply don’t oer. At no additional cost, weCare™ oers infrastructure coverage assurance to any 
weavix™ deployed devices on your frontline. 

Ensure you and your frontline always has the 
latest weavix™ devices and infrastructure. As our 
devices evolve with the needs of the frontline 
workforce, you can rest easy knowing you always 
have the most up-to-date equipment. 

Upgrade your Crews



Citizens Broadband Radio Services (CBRS) is a shared wireless spectrum used for building and 
enhancing private 4 & 5G LTE networks. Private LTE gives your workers a more secure, reliable 
connection throughout your facility compared to Wi-Fi and Public LTE. That’s why, when you choose 
weavix™ for your communication network, we deploy PLTE designed to fit your facility’s specifications. 
Along with weCare™, we guarantee complete coverage throughout your entire facility for every worker. 

While PLTE is our go-to for digital network capabilities, we’re not exclusive to it. weavix™ seamlessly 
inintegrates with any existing digital network, including Wi-Fi and Public LTE, meaning walt™ can still 
enhance your frontline without replacing your infrastructure. With weavix™ on your frontline, we 
connect every worker, no matter the network.

Analog radio systems aren’t out of the question for weavix™ 
either. Using Radio over IP (RoIP), weavix™ connects your 
workers, even if your facility runs on a LMR system. If you’ve 
just enhanced your current LMR system or aren’t ready to 
make the switch, RoIP gives you the opportunity to 
experience the digital communication benefits and features 
wweavix™ oers the frontline while keeping open lines of 
communication between digital and analog devices.  

Staying Connected Between 
Analog and Digital - RoIP

Harness the Power of CBRS 

Your communications are only as good as your 
network. Using a weavix™ deployed PLTE 
network, keep your workers connected 24/7 from 
anywhere in your facility and downtime to a 
minimum with multiple redundancies. That’s our 
weCare™ promise. 

Guaranteed Coverage



Wherever Industrial 
Communication Happens
weavix™ connects workers and enhances communication and collaboration out in the field wherever 
your crews are. 

Leading in industrial communication, field crews and facilities rely on weavix™ to deliver reliable 
communication throughout the entire facility under our managed service plan. 

From a simple text to your foreman to completing tasks faster without worrying about language 
barriers, weavix™ makes it possible. Our best-in-class features built into one powerful walt™ smart 
rradio gives your frontline the competitive edge to maximize productivity at every level of your facility. 
With unlimited global range, digital communications and a secure, private network connection, field 
workers have everything they need to get the job done eectively as a crew. 

In case your network crashes, weavix™ doesn’t leave your crews without a backup plan. GMRS Radio 
allows your workers to continue communicating even without a network. weavix™ maintains a 
connection between other walt™ smart radios in your immediate area, ranging between 1.5- and 5-mile 
radius, depending on the facility infrastructure. While your network is inactive, all peer-to-peer 
communications are encrypted, ensuring your communications are only available to those in your 
system. Once your network is restored, all communications that happened during this time are saved 
in in the platform. 

Keep Communications Up if your Network Goes Down

CHEMICAL CONSTRUCTION

SEAPORTS 

PULP & PAPER MANUFACTURING

MININGAIRPORTSOIL & GAS

No Matter The Industry, weavix™ Works For You



™ 

The Internet of Workers™ is uniquely designed for 
the frontline workforce, oering a competitive 
advantage for those out in the field. Just like how 
IoT builds new technology to digitally transform 
machines, IoW does the same but at the benefit 
of the human worker.  

RRather than an “automation first” concentration, 
IoW engages the workforce with an entire 
ecosystem of digital connectivity. Enhanced 
productivity, collaboration and safety within the 
workplace is made possible only with the weavix™ 
IoW platform. 

Made Possible 
with the Internet 
of Workers

 

*All product and company names are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them 
does not imply any a liation with or endorsement by them.


